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Deer Matt, 

If you can find the time, there are a few pictures I'd 
appreciate youretintineogt. I sent; two negatives by mistake to _ 
'ouis 'von and left e few poeitive slides there last time. 1 have 
written you about the negatives, which are two of the pictures of the 
man in whom I have recently developed interest. I asked you to see 
if you might be able to.copy a third and whether you might locate 
others. The positives are of a men ' intervibwed and two, I think, 
pictures I took of Sciembre when he was here. I had intended giving a 
print of each of these-to hit. - 

Of the man 'L  interviewed, I'd. like a print and I think perhaps 
it would be appropriate to give:1,0u a copy for their files for they 
may have sane intereet..Of the negatives I had made from the pictures 
1 hedv, while mein ,I em eonfident 4'ou would appreciate prints of 
each, I also want to mend sane to esaociotes on the 'Ivest Coast for them_ 
to do some checking for me. 

If end when: you expectkto be near the office, would you 
show teis to 'ou so he willknoe you Fare doing this for me and will 
give you the film? 

Following our last phone conversation, I had a call yesterday 
from my-  friend who you called. It is pooA.ble 7ou nes :mow more of the 
health- situation than I. I understand the cast may come off next 
Tuesday and the decision on whether or not surgery will be desireeble 
or required moy be reached then. That friend repeets having some things 
I'd very much like copies of and the inability to have them made, includ: 
ing wits a tape recording. I sure would like these copies, including 
the tape, if it is possible for you to make them end agreeable on that 
end. If there are any misgivings about lettine you or anyone but me 
have these things, thee con reasonable be overcome by a package being 
made on the spot ens sealed by my friend with e signet I will be known 
to recognize and can return intact. The-package can then be sent me 
registered, which should assure its inviolate arrival here. If this is 
possible and agreed to, I can be phoned from that house and we can have 

a three-way conversation. 

Best to 	
14,4„, (1.414 )4.41,d, 

tti414, 414-4Ar' Youyouall. I wish I wce.- e, 


